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TAG-Cloud
With over 40 years of innovation and professionalism behind us, Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Cloud
(TAG-Cloud) continues to provide a full set of comprehensive cloud services to clients in a highly
competitive and rapidly changing business market. The combined TAG-Cloud broad range of
services includes Cloud Training, Cloud Implementation and Cloud Consulting Services in
addition to others.
TAG-Cloud has the expertise and know-how to help in guaranteeing your cloud initiative is
successful and ready to receive the future so you can focus on developing your business
approach to suit the changes globally.
TAG-Cloud was born under the guidance of HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, chairman of Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) and a former member of the Advisory Board of the United
Nations Information and Communication Technologies Task Force (UN ICT TF), who saw a need to
embrace the cloud with full force and in order to better understand the potential gains offered by
the cloud, he established TAG-Cloud for the digital transformation age.

Core values
- Quality and compliance to international standards
- Excellence in execution and implementation
- Innovative products and services
- Technology advancement and contemporary knowledge
- Recruiting and developing talents for long-term
- Motivating and improving business to foster creativity and innovation

Objectives
Building and disseminating knowledge of accumulated experience and innovation in cloud
technology.

Services
TAG-Cloud provides a host of comprehensive
cloud services tailored to meet the needs
of individual clients:

Cloud Implementation
TAG-Cloud assists clients in migrating their
business to the cloud through:
- Implementing their Private Cloud
Infrastructure: Rackspace, Open Stack,
VMWare, Hyper-v and others.
- Migrating their applications to virtualization
and cloud platforms.

Cloud Consulting Services
TAG-Cloud consulting services are based on
implementation best practices by teaming
our consultants with clients' IT experts in
order to accelerate the deployment and
provide the right cloud solutions, TAG-Cloud
focuses on:
- The establishment of plans and
implementation of the right cloud strategy
based on clients' technical and business
objectives.
- Supporting clients' unique business
requirements by creating a strategy and
service catalogue that combine self-service
and managed services.

- Quickly guiding the integration and
development of clients' hosted environments.
- Comparing and advising clients regarding
what infrastructure and cloud services to buy
or rent from a wide selection of leading cloud
providers.
- Managing entire cloud environment,
identifying cloud management requirements
and improving overall cloud security posture.

Cloud Training
TAG-Cloud provides cloud computing training
at TAG-Org's 80 offices around the world
based on high quality professionalism,
unparalleled services, and competitive prices.
Experienced Training Professionals
- Excellent coaching with TAG-Cloud experts
- Practical experiences in Cloud Computing.
- Long experience in Cloud Computing
training technology and theory.
Innovative Teaching Methods
- Emphasis on practical Cloud technologies.
- Emphasis on Cloud modeling, design,
development, and implementation.
- Appropriate and up-to-date training material
to suite practical orientation.
- Adaptive teaching methods to different
learning styles of individuals.

Contact information
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org)
P.O.Box: 921100 Amman 11192 Jordan
Tel: +962 6 510 0900
Fax: + 962 6 5100 901
Email: tagcloud@tagorg.com
Website: tagicloud.com
https://www.facebook.com/TAGI.Cloud

